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Today is the last day of 2013, which means that it is time to announce the TUAW Editor's Choice
Awards. This is a compendium of the best of the best, the apps and physical products that we felt
best represented the top of a specific category. Some of the products are brand-new, others are old
favorites, but all of them earned a place in our list.
You probably have favorites that we didn't include in our list, so feel free to use the comments below
to add your own "best of" items for 2013. Happy New Year!

iPad
Accessory -- Logitech Ultrathin Keyboard Cover for iPad Air
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SOFTWARE UPDATES
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Daylite 5 adds refinements to the business management
app
1Password 4.5 for iOS gains features, slims down
IFTTT for iPad brings service/device mashups to your
favorite tablet
Daily App: Rormix brings indie music videos to your
iPhone and iPad
Pebble updates its iOS app with new apps, sharing
options and v2.1 fix

Mac
Accessory -- Audioengine D3 DAC
A relatively reasonable way to improve the audio coming from your Mac, the Audioengine D3 is a
high-quality DAC (digital to analog converter) that plugs into a USB port and lets your music come
alive. ($189) Mel Martin

Peripheral -- Logitech Easy-Switch Bluetooth Keyboard
What's better than a really great backlit Bluetooth keyboard for Mac? How about a backlit Bluetooth
keyboard that can also link to two iOS devices (think iPad Air and iPad mini) and switch between the
three devices with the push of a button. The Logitech Easy-Switch Bluetooth Keyboard has it all, and
is simply one of the best keyboards I've ever used. ($99.99) Steve Sande

Game App -- BioShock Infinite
BioShock Infinite is a ridiculously fantastic game that bridges first-person shooter mechanics with
action and a story that will bend your mind. It's being offered on the Mac App Store for a rock-bottom
price of $19.99, which will leave you feeling like a thief. Play it, and you won't regret it. Mike Wehner
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